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Bandinfo
Fast but melodic guitar playing, surprisingly diverse vocals, heavy but dynamic drumming and a
roaring, devouring bass - that is the german band SWEEPING DEATH! The bavarian newcomers are
charging a progressive Thrash Metal storm that will unload its energy extensively. They will be able to
win countless Metal-Hearts with their accelerating special mixture. SWEEPING DEATH combines the
typical epicness of Power Metal with the raw and violent energy of Thrash. Inserations of Heavy
Metal packed in thrilling progressive structures will give you a neck-breaking massage you won´t
forget! Even the most complicated guitar solos are flowing so easily into the mix, you won´t see it
coming. With a singer who incorporated every vocal style from esthetic Classic Rock to Extreme
Metal, SWEEPING DEATH completes their unique sound. Die-hard Metal fans will notice some
ANNIHILATOR influence, as well as some epic, atmospheric even PINK FLOYD orientated parts. And if
that wasn't enough, the band manages to place some uplifting piano-parts in between their songs. In
the end it´s the courage to mix new elements together that makes this band special - different styles,
different techniques you have never heard on the same record before. These special compositions
will bring great pleasure for Metal enthusiasts and music lovers all around the world!
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Contact (Management, Promo, Booking):
Rosenheim Rocks
http://www.rosenheim-rocks.com/
Mail: se@rosenheim-rocks.de

RELEASES
Single:

Title:
Release:
Duration:
Production:

Die For Metal
26.01.2016
6:15 Min
Eigenproduktion

Album:

Title:
Release:
Duration:
Production:

Astoria
19.01.2017
31:22 Min.
OGM Studios
Heimeranstraße 70
80339 München
01. My Insanity
02. Pioneer Of Time
03. Astoria
04. Devil’s Dance
05. Death & Legacy
06. Till Death Do Us Part

Tracklist:

